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\section*{ABSTRACT}
The aim of the article is to study the nature of liberalization as a specific economic process, which is formed and developed under the influence of the changing conditions of the globalization and integration processes in the society, as well as to identify the characteristic differences in the processes of liberalization of Turkey and Azerbaijan economies (using the method of comparative analysis of these countries' development indices). The objectives of this study: the characterization of the liberalization process as a specific economic process; a comparative analysis of the Turkey and Azerbaijan economic development conditions; the improvement of the theoretical justification of influence the process of economic liberalization on the development of society. The article presents the comparative analysis of the Turkey and Azerbaijan economic development conditions by using new research method as index of leftness (rightness) of economy.

It was revealed that the Azerbaijan economy compared with the economy of Turkey is using more “right” methods of economy regulation. The Turkish economy is more prone to fluctuations in the studied parameters, at the same time, a main way of Turkish economy development is the direction towards increased liberalization, while the simultaneous growth of indicators of the human development. In this context, the Azerbaijani economy is more liberalized and less regulated.
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\section*{Introduction}
Intervention by public institutions in economy is a topic discussed in political economy for hundreds of years (Cohen, 2010; Abdymanapov et al., 2016). Virtually all major economy scholars, ranging from mercantilists to neo-Keynesians, somehow addressed cross-cutting issues of public institutions operation and economic systems. Globalization context specifically keeps up to date the conflicting issues of integration in global economy and national economy protection as well as brings public intervention aspects back to the agenda.
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Liberalization is considered by a number of researchers as a prerequisite to the processes development progress in the society, the growth of its productive forces (Bumann, Hermes & Lensink, 2013; Carrieri, Chaieb & Errunza, 2013). At the same time, it contributes in some extent to the effective functioning of the national economy, raising its security, and is of particular interest to the scientific economic analysis. Because liberalization creates conditions for a normal and extensive market processes development, in which materializes itself. This feature of the liberalization impact on the national economy has a very important character, in connection with which it acts as an invisible productive force (Hill, 2010). Therefore, the illusion of liberalization having no economic price is created, that it is a process with zero economic benefit.

An important research objective is to study the converse assertion – the real proof of the liberalization impact on the society development on the practical example, especially – on the human capital development. It determines the contribution of the scientific articles in the world of science, determines the choice of the theme and the objectives of the scientific work.

The practical value of this article is in presenting of a visual and convenient instrumentation based on the practice of dependence between the liberalization dynamic and the social development indicators (for example, a comparison of indicators of Azerbaijan and Turkey).

**Literature Review**

The problem of the liberalization process effectiveness in the scientific economic literature began to develop from the very beginning of formation and development of economic theory (Acemoglu & Robinson, 2013; Ahmed, Greenleaf & Sacks, 2014). However, its research carried out primarily in the context of the formation, the development of so-called capitalist economies of mixed and pure type (Schaefer & Schaefer, 2014).

Only in recent years, the domestic economic literature actively began to explore the processes of the transition economies liberalization (Sally, 2013; Based upon “Doing Business”, 2014). Nevertheless, such a study is carried out on the very abstract level, or only on the basis of purely practical or practical-empirical position.

In this article, we put the tasks associated with the study of the problem of the liberalization processes effectiveness:

– at the level of establishment, formation and development of the general theory of economic systems that would set the aim to explore the general principles of functioning and development of the economic systems of any type (Bumann, Hermes & Lensink, 2013);

– at the level of economic systems of specific countries (State Statistical Committee, 2008; Carrieri, Chaieb & Errunza, 2013).

Herewith, the researchers note that the effect of the liberalization on social and economic development can be different – from negative to positive, what was the practical (empirical) basis for the allocation in the scientific literature of three interpretations of liberalization processes.
In the scientific literature, the liberalization evaluation from the position of macroeconomic was firstly performed by Karl Marx (Co-convener of "Neoliberalism and Democracy beyond the Economic Crisis", 2015) and other members of the Marxist political economy, and in the modern economic literature – by J. Keynes and modern neo-Keynesians (Cohen, 2010; Cohen & Centeno, 2006; Swaminathan et. al., 2014). In Marxist literature liberalization is evaluated negatively and it is generally considered not conducive in increase of productivity of the national economy (Greenwald, 1989; Hidalgo, 2014), violating its safety.

The liberal literature (classical or modern neo-classical school of political economy) it is, on the contrary, evaluated positively and is seen as an economic process that leads to the formation of a new productive force, increases the efficiency of the functioning of certain economic systems (Hill, 2010), Increases its strength and stability.

In modern Neo-Keynesian literature, liberalization is seen as an economic process that impact on the economic activity both positive and negative.

The author of this article first of all comes from a position of neo-Keynesianism, highlighting the possibility of both positive and negative liberalization impact on the development of society. At the same time, an analysis of the literature has shown the need of further research of the nature of liberalization as a specific economic process, and to identify the specific differences in the liberalization processes of certain economies, which could be the basis for the formation of the typology of liberalization processes, justified by real calculations and theoretical-empirical researches.

**Aim of the Study**

The aim of this article is to study the nature of modelcreated liberalization as a specific economic process, which is formed and developed under the influence of changing conditions of globalization and integration processes in the society, as well as to identify the characteristic differences in the processes of liberalization of Turkey and Azerbaijan economies (using the method of comparative analysis of the development indicators of these countries).

**Research questions**

What is the characteristic of modelcreated liberalization as a specific economic process?

**Methods**

The methodological basis of the article are the methods of general and special economic systems theories, general and special economic metrology, comparative macroeconomic analysis, the concept of flexibleness, economic-mathematical methods, graphical methods, and others.

The theoretical basis of the research consists of the classical, neoclassical, modern concepts of the economic systems liberalization, the works of domestic and foreign scientists in the field of social development, human capital
development and its assessment of liberalization, the effectiveness of economic processes, economics metrology and econometric science in general.

The empirical basis of the study – the experience of the processes of model created liberalization development in the transition economy and developed types, historical experience of the transition economic systems and developed types evolution, the experience of evaluation and measurement of the economic processes of liberalization and economic parameters of the human capital and social development effectiveness.

**Data, Analysis, and Results**

The aim of this article is to study the nature of liberalization as a specific economic process, which is formed and developed under the influence of changing conditions of globalization and integration processes in the society, as well as to identify the characteristic differences in the processes of liberalization of Turkey and Azerbaijan economies (using the method of comparative analysis of the development indicators of these countries). The objectives of this study:

– The characteristic of model created liberalization process as a specific economic process;
– A comparative analysis of the conditions of economic development of Turkey and Azerbaijan;
– The improvement of a theoretical justification of influence of the economic liberalization process on the society development.

Liberalization is a partial or complete reduction of administrative-economic pressure on the subjects of a certain economic activity. Its impact on the economy appears in the increase (or in some cases – reducing) of the economic effectiveness of the economic system functioning and amplification of its security level.

In this regard, the general liberalization function reflects the functional relationship between the liberalization and the economic effectiveness or the liberalization effect.

According to scientists, liberalization is not only an economic power and has a certain economic value, but it is also a social force, namely, it has some social value (Heath & Mobarak, 2014). Therefore, the analysis of liberalization processes should be carried out from the position of its impact not only on the economic, but also on the social sphere of certain economic systems and the economy as a whole (McCartney, 2015).

The economic theory (especially in the scientists’ researches regarding the economies of transitional phase of development) excessively focuses on the positive aspects of liberalization processes and significantly less on the presence of their negative impact on the economy (Musumba & Rajorshi, 2013). To notice the fact of the negative liberalization effects formation, it is necessary to analyze them in terms of the macroeconomic level (at the micro level, they may be unseen for the research) (Müzəfərli, 2014), as well as to make an attempt to “look” in the long-term development of various systems, and not to stand on the positions of the pure functional analysis.
The modern Western economic scientists of the liberal school, who say that the liberalization has only a positive effect on economic development, according to the author, are on anti-state (they are not able to evaluate this process from the attitude of macroeconomic level of the economy) and anti-dynamic (liberalization is estimated with static attitude) positions.

At the same time, it should proceed from the fact that the economic liberalization implies economy going out of the control by the government. Administrative regulation of economic categories, in particular supply and demand, and pricing severely impedes market relations development. Soviet economic system is a vivid example of fully public controlled economy. Public possession of production factors and means of production as well as businesses strongly restricted objective regularities-driven market development, but also was struggling to manage economy in administrative ways. Non-operability of Soviet system and full public administration of the entire economy proved to be uncompetitive as compared to liberal business management in due course. All Soviet-style economies finally decided to move towards economic liberalization.

**Economic liberalization and modelcreated public intervention**

Economic liberalization is definitely not confined with internal application of decontrol schemes. Foreign economic relations should be addressed as well. However, it should be pointed out that liberalization of foreign economic relations is supposed to accelerate market reforms internally and boost integration of the country's economy into global one. On the other hand, foreign economic relations liberalization should occur in the way that would protect domestic production and market. It happens liberalization of foreign economic relations and domestic market protection are as tied as conflicting issues.

Although public intervention and economic liberalization have been issues of much controversy for many years, the measure and optimum rate of intervention are still on agenda of scientific research. To put it more correctly, present day economic theory does not make quantity measurement of the reasonable public intervention into economy. Yet measurability and identification of optimum rate of public intervention bear scientific and practical importance.

The concept of "public intervention in economy" is perceived in different ways by experts. For instance, by "economic freedom" Heritage Foundation considers 4 key components available under government control and impacting economic environment, namely rule of law, government size, regulatory efficiency and market openness. Rule of law, in turn, includes components of "property rights" and "freedom from corruption" which are evaluated in line with Heritage Foundation-designed methodology. Government size component reports on assessment of "fiscal freedom" and "government spending". As for regulatory efficiency component, it comprises three factors like "business freedom", "labor freedom" and "monetary freedom". The latter component—market openness—addresses comparative evaluation of three liberties—"trade freedom", "investment freedom" and "financial freedom".
In an attempt of promotion of comparative evaluation of above-stated factors, Heritage Foundation designed a specific methodology which in fact simply expresses comparative analysis of liberalization rates in selected areas of economy. In this context, economic liberalization does not automatically imply limitations of public intervention. Noteworthy, Heritage Foundation-proposed component of "rule of law" is likely to be unachievable without proper public intervention. Rule of law implementation stands in need for public intervention, moreover, it stipulates for enforcement of public involvement in rule of law protection.

The World Bank-designed "Doing Business" ratings represent limited aspects of comparative evaluation and public intervention in economy. "Doing Business" ranking encompasses 11 indicators, such as "starting a business", "dealing with construction permits", "getting electricity", "registering property", "getting credit", "protecting minority investors", "paying taxes", "trading across borders", "enforcing contracts", "resolving insolvency" and "labor market regulation". Since these indicators only cover a minor area of business activities the calculated comparative data prevent us from proper evaluation of public intervention rate in its entirety.

Global Competitiveness Index measured according methodology by the World Social Forum strives to assess the extent of the "strength" of the countries in provision of sustainable economic growth. Annually published the Global Competitiveness Report reaches most of countries worldwide and the key conclusions are mainly associated with the fact that highly competitive countries also provide higher welfare for their citizens. In theory, the overall purpose of these reports lies in pushing governments to removing barriers that hinder economic development thanks to finding their position globally in economic development and competitiveness ranking and making necessary comparisons.

So, what extent should public intervention reach to in order to protect economic safety of the country and to provide full involvement of the country in global labor division at the same time?

"Strength of public institutions" and "influence area of public institutions"

Francis Fukuyama discerned "strength of public institutions" and "influence area of public institutions". By "influence area of public institutions" he understands the functions fulfilled by the state and by "strength of public institutions" efficiency of the functions respectively. State functions are grouped in three categories in his theory-minimal functions, intermediate functions and activist functions. In classification by Fukuyama, minimal functions include defence, law and order, property rights protection, macroeconomic regulation, public health and improving social protection. As regards as intermediate functions, Fukuyama mentions addressing externalities, education and environment protection, regulating monopolies, insurance, financial regulation and social insurance. Activist functions, in turn, include industrial policy and wealth redistribution. Of course, Fukuyama’s classification of the state functions is of general nature. The most intriguing
point is, however, Fukuyama’s suggestion to reduce the number of functions but to increase their productivity.

Fukuyama believes that the world countries differ by "state functions" (statehood) and "strength of public institutions" (productivity). In certain countries, like the USSR, state functions are huge as compared to the USA yet public institutions productivity was much lower. Fukuyama says present day Russia retains less functions than the USSR but productivity is low as well. Hence, Fukuyama’s classification distributes countries across four different quadrants and strives to ground the "drift" of countries with less state functions and higher efficiency and more productive activities.

"Leftness" and "Rightness" of economy

In sharp contrast to Fukuyama, another economic scholar Nazim Muzaffarli prefers exclusively assessing the forms of public intervention that would lead to political discussions and struggle rather than addressing all forms of intervention in their entirety. Muzaffarli proposes "index of leftness (rightness) of economy" (IL(R)E) which goes beyond simple elaboration of the idea by Fukuyama on eventual correlation between state functions and economic development and allows to reveal a measurable relation between economic activities and core essence of political decisions. The fundamental difference of Muzaffarli-suggested assessment methodology with the model by Fukuyama lies in separation of legal and political functions that "enable the state to intervene" followed by adequate quantitative assessment. On the other hand, aforementioned assessment methodology brings ample opportunities for correct measurement of macroeconomic effect of certain state functions in economic fields.

Nazim Muzaffarli suggests comparative analysis through identification of public intervention in economy as rate of implementation of "leftist" or "rightist" ideas respectively. By "public intervention in economy" Muzaffarli generally deems activities by "public institutions". Precise public institutions do not operate for their own sake but rather have to comply with enforced legislation. Hence, ideological persuasions by decision makers around precise economic challenges resolution are specified in the core essence of the decisions made. For example, if leftist parties constitute majority at the Parliament of any country, leftist ideas will underlie decision making process. And the other way round, rightist ideology will gain the upper hand in decisions made provided the legislation is adopted by the rightist majority. It happens that leftist or rightist insight of decision makers shapes the economic system within a given time. To put it more correctly, "it is precisely politics that constrains or expands public intervention in economy" (Müzafferli, 2014).

In Muzaffarli’s view, "...Leftness and Rightness are issues of political and economic system. ... the key aspect that distinguishes these two insights lies in different views around evaluation of essential and satisfactory rate of public intervention in social life and, in particular, in economy: as compared to the rightists, the leftists promote more extensive and strict intervention" (Müzafferli, 2014). Indeed, bearers of leftist or rightist ideas contribute to
emerging fundamentally new system of economic relations pursuant to their political and economic ideologies. For instance, the Bolshevik coup in Russia provoked drastic changes in real economic relations through private property ban, large-scale expropriation and collectivization policies.

Nazim Muzaffarli discerns precise forms of public intervention in economy and grounds measurability of different forms of intervention. He asserts that a certain set of indicators will enable us to make rather valid conclusions on prevalence of Leftness or Rightness of economy based upon relevant analysis of the above-mentioned set and to provide grounded country-by-country comparison of public intervention rates. The suggested assessment should specify concrete political and ideological forms of public intervention in economy. Among them one might mention the following: 1) public property and public property-based entrepreneurship percentage; 2) redistribution of income through taxation; 3) social programs implementation; 4) price regulation; 5) planning of economy; 6) foreign trade regulation; 7) arrangement of favorable conditions for business activities.

"Index of leftness (rightness) of economy" - IL(R)E

In contrast to the methods reviewed hereabove, Muzaffarli-proposed "index of leftness (rightness) of economy" only encompasses assessment of intervention of the government in its capacity of regulatory institution in the fields of real economy. As distinct from similar indices, the suggested indicator enables to evaluate correlation between the current economic system and actual political environment. On the other hand, by keeping track of IL(R)E you can elicit development trends in political and economic outlook in any given country. This method also provides opportunities for revelation of the optimum rate of economic development-oriented public intervention.

The index of leftness (rightness) of economy includes seven sub-indices hereunder required for its calculation:

1. **Public funding sub-index** denotes income tax-based redistribution rate and, in turn, is split at two sub-indices of lower rank as follows:
   - Sub-index of tax burden of enterprises \((V_Y)\) and budget expenditures sub-index \((B_X)\). Public funding sub-index is equal to arithmetic mean value of these two sub-indices: 
     \[
     DM_i = \frac{(V_Y_i + B_X_i)}{2}.
     \]
   - Sub-index of tax burden of enterprises is calculated by indexing relative value of correlation between taxes paid by a modelled private company per annum and annual profit of the modelled company while budget expenditures sub-index is calculated by indexing budget allocations as percentage of GDP.

2. **Social expenditures sub-index** depicts Leftness or Rightness of economy and calculated as a proportion between different budget articles of expenditures. As zero level of social expenditures is impossible in any state budget no government can fall under extreme rightist values. This sub-index is calculated as a share of social expenditures \((S_{O\alpha})\) in total budget allocations: 
   \[
   SX_i = \frac{S_{O\alpha} X_i}{B_X_i}.
   \]

3. **Price regulation sub-index** expresses the extent of pricing decontrol (rightist position) and, at the same time, state intervention in price setting
index (leftist position). This index is calculated as arithmetic mean value of lower rank sub-indices, namely pricing discretion sub-index ($QA$) and monetary freedom sub-index ($MA$).

$$QT_i = (QA_i + MA_i)/2.$$  

4. **Foreign trade sub-index** is used to compute foreign trade liberalization rate (rightist position) and strict public regulatory measures in this field (leftist position). This index is computed as an arithmetic mean value of three lower rank sub-indices, namely foreign trade freedom sub-index ($XTA$), import costs sub-index ($IHQ$) and trade freedom sub-index ($TA$):

$$XT_i = (XTA_i + IHQ_i + TA_i)/3.$$  

5. **Licensing Sub-Index.** The evaluation of the leftness-rightness of an economy upon the ease or difficulty of licensing requires consideration of four parameters: a) number of economic activities obligatory to licensing, b) variety of licensed activities, c) validity time of licenses, d) licensing rules. The more favorable these parameters are for businesses (i.e. less number, narrower list, longer term and simpler rules), the righter is an economy. However, sufficiently accurate inter-country comparisons on any of these parameters are unobtainable: $L_i$.  

6. **Employment regulation sub-index** is computed by two lower rank sub-indices – employment regulation strictness sub-index ($MTS$) and discharge costs sub-index ($IÇX$):

$$MT_i = 0.75\cdot MTS_i + 0.25\cdot IÇX_i.$$  

Of them, the former lower rank sub-index is calculated, in turn, by three indicators, namely employment ease (complexity), strictness of working hours regime regulation and discharge ease (complexity).  

7. **Minimum wage sub-index** represents indexed version of proportion of government-set annual minimum wage ($MH$) to per capita GDP ($ÜDM$).

$$MƏH_i = MH_i/ÜDM_i.$$  

Index of Leftness (Rightness) of economy, all associated sub-indices and low rank sub-indices range 0-1. Zero value implies absolute Rightness of economy (public intervention measures scarcity) and "one" depicts total Leftness of economy (excessive public regulation).

While calculating the finite index you must firstly identify the shares of the index components from perspective of Leftness (Rightness). Public funding sub-index and social expenditures sub-index should be addressed in a different way since bearers of Leftness or Rightness ideologies strongly differ by their attitude towards state-implemented social programs. Essence and calculation techniques, though, provide synergies.

Hence, index of Leftness (Rightness) of economy is computed in the first option as follows:

$$İS(S)İ_i = 0.15\cdot DM_i + 0.15\cdot SX_i + 0.14\cdot QT_i + 0.14\cdot XT_i + 0.14\cdot L_i + 0.14\cdot MTY_i + 0.14\cdot MƏH_i.$$  

The second option of İL(R)E calculation specifies a bigger share value for public funding sub-index (0.30). The remainder of shares is evenly distributed.
across sub-indices. Hence, the second calculation option computes the index of Leftness (Rightness) of economy in the following manner:

\[ \hat{IS(S)}_i = 0.30 \cdot DM_i + 0.14 \cdot QT_i + 0.14 \cdot XT_i + 0.14 \cdot L_i + 0.14 \cdot MT_i + 0.14 \cdot MƏH_i \]

What scientific and practical implications could calculation of IL(R)E or cross-country comparison bring? Practical relevance of the index above lies in feasibility of effectiveness analysis of political and economic decisions made over the given period through index values analysis and detection of index interaction with other economic indicators. For example: 1) once leftist/rightist political and social decision is made (increase/decrease in IL(R)E values as compared with previous years) and linked with decline in per capita GDP implies ineffectiveness of leftist/rightist decision making and requires appropriate modifications in the decision made; 2) if IL(R)E of any country remain more or less steady for certain timeframe except minor fluctuations (provided no leftist/rightist decisions-generated serious implications are recorded) and other economic indicators experience permanent increase, implementation of political and economic decisions is rather effective; 3) in case of making leftist/rightist decisions (i.e. IL(R)E value goes up/down as compared with previous years) are followed by constant increase in key macroeconomic indicators leftist/rightist decisions are highly effective and should be maintained.

Consequently, availability/non-availability of correlation between IL(R)E of any country and relevant macroeconomic indicators for the given period plays crucial role as political and economic information source for decision-related and post-decision economic projections. For example, by comparison of inter-temporal changes in human development index in Turkey and Azerbaijan respectively for last 15 years, we can judge efficiency rate of leftist/rightist economic reforms in above-stated countries.

**Human Development Index in Azerbaijan and Turkey**

Human Development Index, known till 2013 as "human potential development index", represents a composite indicator designed by UN and aimed at measurement of dimensions of living standard, education and life expectancy in any country and making cross-country comparisons. This index calculation methodology was devised by a group of economists in 1990 and ever since has been published in UN reports.

Human Development Index combines three dimensions, namely: 1) life expectancy at birth; 2) education index (mean years of schooling and expected years of schooling); 3) a decent standard of living computed as purchasing power parity (PPP)-adjusted per capita Gross National Income in USD. All these dimensions are calculated separately as sub-indices. For example, life expectancy sub-index is calculated as follows: \( LE\hat{E} = (LE - 20)/(85 - 20) \), where \( LE \) is life expectancy at birth in the given country and 20: minimum life expectancy (years).

Education sub-index is computed as \( EI = (MYSI + EYSI) / 2 \), where \( MYSI \) – mean years of schooling while \( EYSI \) is expected years of schooling. Mean years of schooling sub-index, in turn, is calculated as \( MYSI = MYS/15 \) and expected
years of schooling sub-index is $EYS_{11}=EYS_{18}$. As for Income sub-index, the following formula is used for calculation: $II = \frac{\ln(GNI_{ps} \cdot Lr(100))}{\ln(75000) \cdot Lr(100)}$. Finally, Human Development Index ($HDI$) represents the geometric mean of aforementioned three sub-indices:

$$Dl = \sqrt[3]{LEI \cdot EI \cdot II}.$$

Human Development Index or human potential development index should not be deemed as abstract ratios. The indices are means of quantitative and qualitative assessment of efficiency rate of government-implemented economic policies. For instance, Table 1 below describes changes in human development index in Turkey and Azerbaijan respectively. As it is clearly seen in the Table, index values of Azerbaijan and Turkey are close enough and follow the upward trend for last 13 years. However, the countries above differ by value increase rates. Figure 1 provides a clear-cut picture of the rates difference as well.

In early XXI century, Human Development Index of Turkey slightly exceeded that one of Azerbaijan. Yet Azerbaijan-related indicator rapidly grew later and finally caught up and surpassed Turkish one. Azerbaijan introduced and launched implementation of State Program on Poverty Reduction for this particular time. Over the period of ten years this indicator rebounded from 0.64 to 0.743, that’s 16.3% increase. Substantial poverty alleviation process was underway at that time as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Turkey</th>
<th>Azerbaijan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.653</td>
<td>0.639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>0.724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>0.743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>0.743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>0.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.747</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table is drawn up by authors of this article on the basis of statistical data provided by United Nations’ Development Program.
Neither Turkish nor Azerbaijani indicators experienced drastic changes beyond 2011. Over that period no fundamental leftist/rightist decisions capable to affect Human Development Index were ever made and, consequently, no serious alterations in \( \text{IL(R)E} \) ever occurred in Turkey or Azerbaijan.

**IL(R)E in Turkey and Azerbaijan**

Table 2 also specifies IL(R)E-related changes in Turkey for last 14 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. IL(R)E changes in Turkey</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public funding sub-index (DM)</td>
<td>DM = (VY + BX)/2</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>0.634</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>0.524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax burden sub-index = VY</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget expenditures = BX</td>
<td>0.827</td>
<td>0.544</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>0.635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price regulation sub-index (QT)</td>
<td>QT = (QA + MA)/2</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>0.292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pricing discretion sub-index = QA</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.671</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monetary freedom sub-index = MA</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.538</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>0.718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign trade sub-index (XT)</td>
<td>XTI = (XTAI + IĮQ + TAI)/3</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Import costs sub-index = IĮQ</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade freedom sub-index = TA</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment regulation sub-index (MT)</td>
<td>MT = 0.75MTS + 0.25C(X)</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment regulation strictness sub-index = MT</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge costs sub-index = C(X)</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum wage sub-index (MƏH)</td>
<td>MƏH = MH/UDM</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum wage (annual PPP)</td>
<td>7540</td>
<td>10080</td>
<td>9769</td>
<td>10115</td>
<td>10419</td>
<td>10701</td>
<td>10898</td>
<td>11038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per capita GDP (annual PPP)</td>
<td>9177</td>
<td>11394</td>
<td>15021</td>
<td>16001</td>
<td>17692</td>
<td>18002</td>
<td>18599</td>
<td>19054</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table is drawn up by the authors of the article on the basis of data provided by The Heritage Foundation, World Bank, Doing Business and Fraser Institute

Table 2 contains computation of IL(R)E and associated indices of Turkey for last 14 years. Analysis of sub-indices and lower rank sub-indices shows Turkish economy passed through various leftist or rightist decisions over the period above. Although public funding sub-index used to tend to Rightness, it is found positioned leftward in probability interval ranged 0-100. As regards as foreign trade sub-index, despite of a slight drift towards Leftness, it is generally of
rightist nature. Price regulation and licensing sub-indices bear undeniable evidence of shift to Leftness.

The same applies to economy of Azerbaijan where all sub-indices change diversely. Public funding sub-index, say, tended to Rightness yet, in fact, has leftist value as it is still slightly positioned in leftist way in the probability interval ranged 0-100. Leftist trend also dominates in price regulation and licensing sub-indices.

As it is seen from Table 3, economy of Azerbaijan tended to be more "rightist" as compared to economy of Turkey. Although Turkish economy was inclined to more leftward and rightward, the key trend is to range constantly 0.40-0.45. IL(R)E for Azerbaijan ranges 0.35-0.40.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. IL(R)E changes in Azerbaijan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Public funded sub-index (DM)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tax burden sub-index=VY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Budget expenditures=BX</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Price regulation sub-index (QT)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pricing discretion sub-index=QA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monetary freedom sub-index= MA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Foreign trade sub-index (XT)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trade freedom sub-index=TA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Licensing sub-index (L)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Employment regulation sub-index (MT)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strictness of employment regulation sub-index=MTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discharge costs sub-index=ICX</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**6. Minimum wage sub-index (MH) **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minimum wage=MH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Per capita GDP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7. Integral index of leftness(rightness) of economy (II calculation option)- ISI=2</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table is drawn up on the basis of calculations of the authors of this article.
Yet both countries demonstrate figures approaching mean value within the probability interval ranged 0-100. It is worth stating, this research findings and conclusions demonstrate strong resemblance to findings and conclusions by Nazim Muzaffarli. He also came to conclusion that Turkey has more leftist economy in comparison with Azerbaijan.

Figure 2 clearly describes comparative changes in IL(RE) in Turkish and Azerbaijani economies.

![Figure 2. IL(RE) changes in Turkey and Azerbaijan](image)

Figure 2 shows Turkey is much more leftist country as compared to Azerbaijan in terms of public intervention in economy if we take 2000 as a base year. Later on, specifically in 2005 and 2012, IL(RE) of Turkey and Azerbaijan approached each other. And during the period in between Turkish economy followed leftist trends in economy. Both country indices strongly approximated since 2012.

Interestingly, IL(RE) of both states is positioned slightly rightward in 0-1 probability interval and is not subject to fundamental changes over the given period. As it was stated above, sustainable growth in any sector of economy during the period with no visible changes in IL(RE), including steady growth of human development index, signals about effectiveness of relevant political and economic policy measures.

According Figure 3 IL(RE) and Human Development Index of Turkey are correlated strongly. As well as Figure 4 describes there is some correlation between IL(RE) and Human Development Index of Azerbaijan, but this is not strong.
But essential result is that for both countries’ economy moving towards “right” causes increasing of HDI. But this conclusion is not universal. So the is any country’s economy by moving towards to “left” can cause increasing of HDI. It means for every country there is “optimum” of the leftness (Rightness) Index, where HDI and other macroeconomic indicators are increasing.

Elaborating on the impact of liberalization on the social policy formation and the practice of its implementation, we should focus on the following. The liberalization of the world economy as a complex of processes regulating the organized usage of tangible and intangible resources across the planet – it is an objective reality that cannot be stopped, slow down, canceled, etc. At the same time, this process is very complex, contradictory and multivector.
One of the most important theoretical-methodological problems of the research of liberalization processes is the problem of assessing the nature of these processes' impact on the socio-economic development, which solution was taken in this article on a real example that showed the way to assess the impact of liberalization on the processes of social development, in particular – on the development of human capital. This determines the contribution of this scientific article into the world of science.

At the same time, the article focuses not only on the theoretical aspects of the studied problem, but also on the presenting of the visual and convenient instrumentation, based on the practice of dependence between the liberalization dynamic and the social development indicators (for example, a comparison of indicators of Azerbaijan and Turkey).

**Discussions and Conclusions**

The reliability of the scientific results of the study is provided by:

- the reasonable selection of the main assumptions and limitations in the formulation of the aim and objectives of the study;
- taking into account a reasonable number of factors influencing the solution of the scientific problem of comparative analysis of the economic development conditions of Turkey and Azerbaijan with a view of identifying and comparing the features of the liberalization process in these countries;
- the usage of the reliable initial data obtained from the results of the theoretical and experimental studies;
- the usage of the modern, approbated scientific methods and mathematical apparatus;
- the justified correct choice of used methods, general and specific indicators and criteria's.

The reliability of the scientific results of this research article is confirmed by common elements (the nature of liberalization in the countries with post-Soviet economy and countries with more mature capitalism, the impact of liberalization on the development of society) of the results of theoretical and experimental article research.

The liberalization concepts, presented in the economic literature, have, according to the author of the article, the two main disadvantages: they do not take into account the factor of time (the duration of the market period) and functional-system level of the economy. Overcoming of these disadvantages is one of the priority tasks of development of theoretical justification of the economy liberalization process effecting on the development of society.

According to the result of the carried out in the article comparative analysis of conditions of Turkey and Azerbaijan economies development revealed that the Azerbaijan's economy tends to liberalization in comparison with the economy of Turkey. At the same time the Turkish economy is more prone to fluctuations in the studied parameters. At the same time, the main way of the Turkish economy
development is the direction towards increased liberalization. In this context, the Azerbaijan economy is more liberalized and less regulated.

Comparing the obtained research results with other researchers in particular, (Bumann, Hermes & Lensink, 2013; Cohen, 2010; Cohen & Centeno, 2006), it should be noted that the transformation of most countries into a liberal economic system took place during a significant historical period through a gradual reduction of the administrative pressure on the economic activity. The only exception is Israel (based on the analyzed researches), which was originally developing as a liberal economy, oriented on the high-tech products export. At the same time, quite different effects of liberalization have been experienced in different countries, which was largely predetermined by the history of the development of the economic and social relations in the country. Considering in this context the results of the study, should be noted that Turkey's economy was not formed, in contrast to Azerbaijan, under the socialism conditions, so at the moment is not only more socially effective, but also more liberal.

In this regard, the Azerbaijan's economy cannot pass this way in a short period of time without serious social consequences, primarily – negative.

In the countries of the "old" capitalism the national economic systems are predominantly liberal (or even in some cases hyper liberal), in the countries of the "new" capitalism – quasi-liberal, and in the majority of countries with the transition economy – illiberal or less liberal. The national economic system of Azerbaijan at the present stage of market reform of the economy is the most illiberal or less liberal. Such economic systems are not authoritarian or totalitarian, but they are not fully liberal yet. These are basically the economic systems, which gradually evolved from liberal into an anti-liberal. Their liberalization has not become yet a separate and independent productive force.

The initial element of the modern state's concept is the state regulatory institutions, which do not become a substitute for the processes of the market self-organization, but do not act only as add-on market elements either. Speaking about the formation of the single entity, shifting the center of the state influence on the institutional and management activities at all levels of the economic complex. We need a shift from purely administrative (in its content) activities in the field of liberalization and deregulation of the economy to the establishment of a new economic order, which takes into account the general laws of market development and the specific features of the country, would combine the values of economic liberalization with the interests of society, independence and initiative of market participants with increasing challenges effectiveness of social reproduction, economic well-being of the population.

Implications and Recommendations

The article describes the nature of modelcreated liberalization as a specific economic process, which is formed and developed under the influence of changes of the globalization and integration processes development conditions in the society. Has been implemented the improvement of the theoretical justification of influence the process of economic liberalization on the development of society. The comparative analysis of the Azerbaijan and Turkey economic development
conditions was conducted. It revealed that the Azerbaijan economy compared with the economy of Turkey is not using more stringent methods of economy regulation in spite of the fact that Azerbaijan has new independent economy. The Turkish economy is more prone to fluctuations in the studied parameters, at the same time, the main way of development of the Turkish economy is the direction towards increased liberalization. In this context, the Azerbaijan economy is more liberalized and less regulated.

According to the author, the liberalization of its economic part can be reduced to a process of partial or complete reduction of the administrative (administrative-economic) pressure from the government on the subjects of a certain economic activity. After all, at the beginning of the capitalist economic systems becoming and formation the management practice on the nature of its implementation, governance and control was totalitarian or at least authoritarian, illiberal. Largely, as an example, may be the development of Azerbaijan's economy, which can not be regarded as a liberal, but which has its own way of development and certain prospects for growth.
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